How To…
ask a favour – quiz

Choose the 5 words which complete each sentence:

1. Can …?
   - a    you    tell    do    ask    I    favour

2. Could you …?
   - a    I    ask    favour    me    do    massive

3. I … do me a favour.
   - could    you    been    Wondering    Am    if    was

4. … to say ‘thanks’.
   - you    borrow    favour    I’ll    buy    a    drink

5. Thanks mate - … .
   - some    two    I    you    really    owe    one

6. I promise … !
   - give    do    the    return    favour    I’ll    someday

Answers:
Choose the 5 words which complete each sentence:

1. Can I ask a favour?
2. Could you do me a massive favour?
3. I was wondering if you could do me a favour.
4. I’ll buy you a drink to say ‘thanks’.
5. Thanks mate - I really owe you one.
6. I promise I’ll return the favour someday!